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~illi'am
A. Sutton

The Sunbathed Clay Pit (1922) John Weeks
Collect~onof the Robert McDougall - Cwrtesy of the NZ GuardlanTrust Co Ltd as Executor In the estate of H~ldaE. O'Connor

I find this image in the McDougall's collection an
interesting one as it represents a series of paintings
produced when rock and clay faces were eventually
accepted, by artists, as suitable subjects for paintings.
The rock faces, in taking their place alongside noble scenery,
sunsets and reflections in water, extended the artist's
vocabulary, and consequently the public's appreciation
of more diverse paintable material.
One of the first artists to do this locally was Petrus
van der Velden with the rock faces he painted at Sumner.
I also own and enjoy a large Cecil Kelly painting of a large
face of day with a ghmpse of the Estuaryjust visible behind
it. I feel the McDougall's Sunbatbed Clay Pit by John

Weeks is an excellent example of this theme and an
interesting and well-executed image in this series of
New Zealand rock face paintings.
I am reminded of the disgust shown by some city
councillors many years ago when another painting by
John Weeks, depicting dustbins, was offered to the
Gallery. They despised the lowliness of the objects
themselves 'Dustbins in the McDougall!' and failed
to appreciate the fine counterplay of convex and concave
surfaces that the work displayed the real reason for the
painting. Artists gradually liberated themselves from the
tyranny of the status of the subject matter,
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Eel: Blrdllnss Flat - Black Stones,Waltakl liver (1997)
Collecranof the Artist

Bing Dawe

Another large work dealing with similar themes is Two
Men Gaming: Composition witb Figures on a Green Field
(1986), which translates the threat of global warfare
into a game of table tennis. Inspired by the intense body
language he witnessed between two men playing whilst
he was working at the Islington Freezing Works, Dawe
used the game to express his concern at the increasingly
artificial nature of internationd warfare.
Viewing the'komplexities of the world through
the body", Dawe's Grotesques series provides
a frame for exploration of the confines and
tensions of the human figure. Through
their physical distortions and irregular
proportions, the Grotesques saririse human
phobias, A popular element in medieval
travellers'tales, they also reflect contemporary
foibles, such as the representation of humility
in Man witb his Face in his Chest. Many of
these figures were incorporated in Dawe's
significant and controversial sculpture, The
Fabulous Races (A Sculpturefor Children 1989),which
now graces the market square of the Christchurch
Arts Centre and was designed to stimulate the
imagination of children.
Fundamental to Dawe's work is the relationship
between the personal and the global. Dawe draws
much of his imagery for the 'cabinet' series
from the Waitaki River he grew up
beside and other South Island
waterways such as the
Hurunui River,
Lake Ellesmere

and Birdling's Flat. As well as tapping into our emotional
response to eels the inherited love/hate relationship
eels provide an analogy for the human life cycle and the
relationship between humanity and nature. As the curve
of the cabinet lid, based initially on the curve of the glory
box, recalls the curve of the earth, the interior of the cabinet
is akin to a simplified landscape. Where the gutted eel
lies bare, its hollow interior echoes the emptiness of
the cabinet and the earth's diminishing resources.
Whereas the river represents a cycle of life, the
cabinet can be seen as a barrier, like an eel trap.T&ology,
ever present in Dawe's work, is implied in this series by
the grid form of the trap. The existence of an eel,
interrupted by the laying of a trap across a river, represents
the continuum of life itsell; and the moment of the eel$
death breaches the continuum,allowing Dawe to provide
the viewer with a snapshot of time. In this way, Dawe
draws attention to the distance caused by technology
between the natural world and humanity and the bizarre
contortions necessary to understand simple, natural laws.
The exhibition Bing Dawe: Acts of Enquiry will be
accompanied by a 48 page colour catalogue, which has
been generouslysupportedby the ChristchurchPolytechnic.
The catalogue will include an essay by local writer
Cassandra Fusco, an interview between Dawe and Felicity
Milburn, Curator of ContemporaryArt, Robert McDougall
Art Gallery, and a focus on one of Dawe's cabinet pieces,
Eek Birdling? Flat - Black Stones, Waitaki River, by Aucklandbased art critic,Justin Paton, It will be available for sale
from the Robert McDougall Art Gallery shop from 4June.
Selected images from Dawe's comprehensiveworkbooks
will be also accessible on a computer programme in the
Gallery and the exhibition will be supported by a series
of artiit floortalks.
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group exhibition featuring seve~
nerging Maori artists fron
hristchurch and around Neb
ealand, Hiko! New Energies i~
l l o r i A r t examines recen
:velopmentswithin contemporar
.actice.
The exhibition's title, meanin
Irrent, power or electricity, allude
the willingness of many of th
lected artists to incorporate nel
chnologies (such as video, sounl
td computer-generated imagery
to their art-making. Althougl
ley are extremely diverse i
,pearance and subject matter, th
orks in Hiko! all overtly expres
eir engagement with contemporar
sues, culture and technology.
T h e vibrant, jarring colou
,mbinations in Darryn George
ost recent paintings mak
unistakable reference to the 19601
[at era of social change and mor:
:perimentation when rules (an
~thorityitself) were questioned b
younger generation. Cloake
ithin strobing colour fields ar
lftly rendered symbols that operat
I contrast t o the familiar ye
ligmatic images drawn fror
Jpular culture gracing the lowe
rners of the paintings. The optic;
fect provided by the tonal rang
~dthe slightly irregular shape c
eorge's canvasses invites us t
msider exactly what it is we ar
:eing, and perhaps what it is w
J not see.
Keri Whaitiri's HOHOKO
ding terms is a structural interactib
mnd installation, which present
le Annex space as a whare, wit
iring walls which contain a stor
~dspeak to visitors who are willin
I listen. Two headsets are positione
n opposite walls of the Gallery.
nly one of the sets is used th
u k i p a n t .willh e a r ~ r e a d i n g i

0meIiine after Manet 1998 (Detail) Darryn Georg~
)II on Canvas. Collect~onof the Artlst

A video camera becomes part c

Te Rongopai 1998 (Detail) olivia Haddon
Computer Generated. Collection of the A r l ~ s t

New Energies in Maori Art
.~ . .

Robert McDougall
Contemporary
Art Annex
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28 May - 18 July 1999
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ansen. Prosaic, commercial article
are ~rovidedwith a new conteh
suggesting a manufactured an
complex landscape with multipl
interpretations.
Kirsty Gregg's satirical Big Gan
paintings tread a playll line betwee
the colliding worlds of art, popula
ulture and marketing. Using th
ivid stripes of provincial rugb
'erseys for her background, Greg
laces a new spin on the nation;
ame by includingcautionary phrasc
outlining the playing rules fa
uccessful social interaction. Grac
oller's elegant sand works add
harp and s t ~ l i s e dedge to ne1
'nterpretations of traditional Mao
designs, incorporating material
ourced locally from the Canterbur
egion. For Olivia Haddon, soft1
etamorphosing composition
onsider issues of geneti
odification by exploring th
ternative realities which can emeq
rom a single image.
In addition to a series c
upporting floortalks, Hiko! wi
e accompanied by an exhibitio
atalogue featuring essays b
onathan Mane-Wheoki and C
eidre Brown, both lecturers i
rt History at the University (
Canterbury. The catalogue will b
!available for sale at the Galler
hopafter.22.May, -

i
1
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Untitled 1998 (Detail)

Darryn George
011
on canvas, Collection of the A r t ~ s t
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Felicity Milburn
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k i a r Robinson--..Installaii onMcDougall Contemporary A r t Annex
23 July - 29 August 1999

Recent work 1999 (Detail)

Peter Robinson
Collection of t h e M i s t

Featuring images and phrases drawn from
popular culture, the news media and the
internet, Peter Robinson's large-scale
installattion in the McDougall Contemporary
Art Annex further explores the artist's
ongoing fascination with the ideas of
alienation and cultural dislocation.
While Robinson's early works examined culture and
identity, particularly in relation to his own career pash
as a"Maori artistf', his most recent art practice draws
on his personal experiences as a New Zedander in
Europe and focuses on the loneliness and sense of exile
engendered by being separated from one's own culture
and language.
By presenting a barrage of eclectic and often satirical
images and objects, Robinson invites the viewer to
navigate their own path through therubble, assembling
a fresh narrative from a set of seemingly random

associations.The iconography Robinson has assembled
man&ses an environment of isolation and confusion,
and includes images such as black holes, desert islands
and koru-like lines spiraling away into nothingness,
The'subject' of this new work is uncertainty,a crisis of
confidence only heightened by an unrelenting barrage
of information. The words and signs Robinson ha..
included within the installation prove disingenuous
with phrases such as h o idea' suggesting that l a n g u a ~
can be a barrier as well as an aid to understanding.
Peter Robinson has exhibited widely in New Zealand
andinternationallyand was recently one offourteen artists
selected to participate in Toi Toi Toi, the largest
exhibition of contemporaryNew Zealand art ever to be
shownin Europe,at the prestigious Museum Fridericianum
in Kassel, Germany.Currently dividing his time between
and Germany, he will travel to Berlin afier
New Z&d
the completion of the Art Annex project to take up a
year-long fellowship as the 1999Kunstlerhaus Bethanien
Artist in Residence.
Felicity Milburn

29 June

- 8 August 1999

Sperri'sTable N0.2 1993 Michael Dell
Pencil and charcoal wl paper Collection of the Robert McDougall Art Gallery
1853 Winner

Artists from around the country were H. Barton was born in Fielding and attended Victoria
University where he received three Turnbull scholarships
recently invited to submit drawings (in and
graduated with a Bachelor of Law degree in 1912.
any graphic medium on paper no larger His interest in art began early, and in 1906, before
than A1 size) for the biennial Cranleigh beginning his university studies, he attended classes as
a pupil of Maud Kirnbell (Sherwood) at Wellington
Barton Drawing A w d Technical
College. Barton worked as a solicitor but
The competition, which is designed to recognise
excellence in drawing and raise the profle and status of
the skill in contemporary visual arts practice, o&rs a $5,000
cash prize for the winning entry (up from $3,000 for the
1997competition) and two merit prizes of materials valued
at $500 each. Drawings selected by a panel of three
judges will be exhibited at the Robert McDougall Art
Gallery after the award winners have been announced
on Monday 28 June 1999. This year will be the fourth
time this competition has been held, with the last three
premier award winners being Michael Dell, Nigel
Buxton and Richard Lewer,
The Cranleigh Barton DrawingAward has been made
possible through the legacy of Canterburywatercolourist
Cranleigh H. Barton (1890-1975) and isjointly presented
by the Robert McDougall Art Gallery, Canterbury
Museum and the executorsof the Cranleigh Barton Estate,
the Guardian Trust. The Award is supported by The
Drawing Room in association with Staedtler. Cranleigh

continued part-time activity as an artist, becoming a
working member of the New Zealand Academy of Fine
Arts in 1919 and joining the Canterbury Society of
Arts in the following year.
In 1924, Barton commenced four years of study at
the Slade School of Art in London, during which time
he held two successful solo exhibitions of his work,
with Queen Mary among his patrons. Barton also had
works hung in exhibitions of the Royal Institute of
Painters in Watercolours, the Royal Society of British
Artists and the New English Art Club in London, In
1925, his work was included in the Dominion Artists
Court at the Wembley British Empire Exhibition. Upon
his death Barton bequeathed a substantial number of
his watercolours to the Canterbury Museum which
today has the largest holding of his work. He is also
represented in the collections of the Hocken Library,
Dunedin and the Alexander Turnbull Library, W w o n .
Felicity Milburn

Credulity, Superstition and Fanaticism (1762) William Hogarth
Etching and engraving. Collection of the Robert McDwgallArt Gallery

William HogartKs etching and engraving
Creau'it~
and Fanaticismwas
recently purchased for the Gallery's
This
first
by
Hogarth in 1760f was not
it
was reworked in 1762,
.

-

The subject is an embIematic attack on the excesses of
the Methodists and their attempts to reach and convert
the heathen. Dominant is a Methodist Tabernacle with
a ranting preacher in Illcry, The Methodists' 'enthusiasm',
an eighteenth century term for excess, was put down
to being no more than 'over fermented sexual and
religious excitement'.
Wtthin the imagery of his print, Hogarth makes many
references to this. He also makes other allusions to
falsehood demonstrated by the wig of the preacher
b e i i lifbed to r d a head with aJesuit tonsure,a reminder
that the Papists were still alive and well among those
who might be preaching otherwise. The puppets in the
Preacher's hand symbolise a false art flourishing.

When many of Hogarth's friends saw this print they
marvelled at it and Horace Walpole, the contemporary
writer, on seeing it stated thar'it
all'and that
for Hogarth it would "immortalise his unequalled
talents*'.~owcvaothers were not SO sure and considered
that it could be seen as subversive and persuaded him
not m issue it. Even though it was clearly an attack on
Methodism, they felt it could also be misconstrued as
an attack on Christianity or God.
In 1762 Hogarth did publish it but not before he
reworked the plate to achieve this version. It was still
an attack on the more absurd excesses of Methodism
but the more contentious theological images had been
replaced by references to the more topical contemporary
scandal of the 'Cock Lane Ghost' in which a young
woman hoaxed half of London,
William Hogarth (1697-1764) was born in London
and early in his career won a reputation for his
'conversation piece' paintings, but it was later that he
established himself as a popular Enghh artist and a satirical
and moralising engraver.
Neil Roberts

2 Julv

- 1 Aunust 1999

Update on the new Christchurch Art Gallery project and fundraising campaign

The illustrations on this page show the advances in refining
and enhancing the design details of the new Gallery
computer assisted images give a remarkable impression
of the visitor's first encounter with key exterior and interior
spaces. The Project Control Group (of which the
design team is an integral part) have now completed the
Concept Design Report, and presented it to Council.
Additionally, the model incorporating all of these final
design details is now part of the updated Information
Pavilion installation, giving all who visit a much clearer
idea ofjust how striking,elegant and functional the new
Gallery will be!
Our fundraising campaigns continue to show the
refnarkable support this project has fiom our community:
over $5.4 million in grants and donated support thus
far a remarkable fundraising figure by any standards!
We have set ourselves agoal of $13 million for support
from other than rate-payer funded Council sources,
towards the total cost of around $46 million (in 1996
dollars) for the project. To that end, we have a very
comprehensivebid in to the Ministry of Cultural Affairs
for $7.8 million through their Policy for Government
Assistance towards Capital Projects at Regiond Museums.
Equally, we anticipate continued support from the
Lottery Grants Board for the new Gallery, because the
present restored and upgraded McDougall completed
ahead of schedule and under budget, which I mention
proudly won nearly $250,000 in grants from the Board
towards that particularly worthy project.
In addition, paintings worth nearly halfa million dollars,
representing irreplaceable cultural heritage, have been
presented in the very recent past in particular, seventeen
works by Dame Louise Henderson (part of a maficent
gift fiom her mother's estate, by Mrs Diane McKegg and
her family).
All of this has happened only because of the will and
efforts of a very special group of unpaid people. They
are the members of our two Fund-raising Committees
Major Gifts, chaired by Mrs Ros Burdon, and
Community Gifis, chaired by Mrs Hilary Langer. They,
and their Committees, deserve our sincerest thanks.
W e acknowledge with great gratitude thegenerosity
of the following supporters,
I n the category $Founder $the new Christchurch Art Gallery
The Hon. Margaret Austin, the Burdon family,
The Community Trust, Lady Isaac, the McKegg family
the late Miss Monica Richards, Mr Robert Stewart
and Councillor Barbara Stewart, William A, Sutton, Esq,
Mr Jim Wakefield and Dr Susan Wakefield
In the category of Gold Foundation Donor
Ms Sheelagh Thompson
In the category ofFoundation Donor
Mrs Joan Millward
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P. Anthony Preston
DIRECTOR
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Following the AGM on 26 March, the following were elected to the Executive
Committee: Mark Stocker (President), Marianne Hargreaves (Vice-President), A m
Watt (Secretary), Peter Gregg (Treasurer), Will Cumming, PMppa Dobson, Rebecca
Garside,June Goldstein,John Jones, Dick Lucas, Kate Rivers, Robyn Ussher, J o b Vial
andVd W d y We w o d like to thank the departing conunitteemembers, Chris Brodre~
Victoria Clark and Joan Moon very much for their p a r s of service to the Friends and
we welcome Peter Greg, Rebecca Garside and Kate Rivers to the team.
As ever, we ate here to listen to whatever you have to say about the McDougall, the
new art gaUery and the visual arm what events, what speakers, and what activities, yotid
like to set, Questions, comments or suggestions are always welcome to the President
and Committee. The next four years promise to be among the most exciting in the
fistorv of the Gallerv,- and we appeal your hearts, mindsand pockets for support+
--

..

I

Either the Gallery is 'hot', Joe Bennett has a large cult following, or both. How else
can we explain su;h an exckent turnout to the xmual General Meeting on 26 March?
In his President's report, Mark Stocker summarised the year's activities and gave
details of the openings involving the Friends. Chris Brocket presented his last (and
very healthy!) financial report see the special tribute to him for all his devoted work
for the Friends. Hilary Langer, our past president, made an eloquent appeal for
support for the new art gallery,
Both scholarships were awarded to printmaking students this year Hawick Inkster
from Christchurch Polytechnicand Claire McPhee from the University of Canterbury.
It is good to see this often sidelined art form showing its strength.
f i r refrahmenrs, it was tirne hand things over to our invited speaker, sometime columnist
of the year, schoolmaster and living treasure, Joe Bennett, who gave a characteristically
witty and impassioned ralk,'What I hate about modern art', No blinkered reactionary,
Joe made us laugh but also made us think. Thank you all for attending and for your
support over the next year and millennium.

-

-
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Afeer fifceen years of devoted service to the Friends, Chris Brocket
has decided to step down &om the Commiree. He has spent much
of this time in key pasitions as Treasurer, Vice-President and, for
,
four pars, as President. Chris has been the best of Friends (and
friends) to work with. He has toiled hard, patiently and goodhumoredly and has never looked for praise or reward. His
modest, almost self-effacingexterior conceals a lbrmidable financial
and strategic mind. One of his key achievementshas been to build
up the Friends financiai base from its modest beginnings to the
major, nearly six-figure unit of today.
Thanks in large part to Chris, we have helped the Gallery to acquire artworks through
[he Christchurch Art Gallery Trust, we award scholarships to University and Polytechnic
students and we offer an attractive range ofbefiefitsto all Friends. In other institutions
rhere can be confusion and sometimes canflict between Friends, Trustees and Staff.
Not so and never so here. This is something that Chris has impressed on the Friends
and our identiw. He has -played
. a major role in several key decisions of the Gallery in
ecent years, in assisting with negotiations for our exciting new site, with project
management and with the acquisition of the former CSA collection.
in an unoEcial but influential wayI I am sure that he wiil continue to keep a benevolent
eye on any new developments. At nur h d General Meeting, Rapata (Robm) Erwin,
a pillar of the Friends in its early years, paid warm tribute to C h r k ane which we all
endorse, In any history of the McDo~gall~
Chris Bracket wiil be seem to have p l a ~ d
a vital part,
:
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All sessions take place on the third Wednesday of the month, meeting at 10.30am
for tea and coffee followed by the morning's presentation. The venue is the Hursr
Seager Room, Christchurch Arts Centre, Admission is $2.00 for members and
$5.00 for non-members.
16 June

Stuart GriAfirhs, practising
and lecturer in sculpture at the School of Fine
- sculptor
Arts, ~ n i v e s s i c o fCanterbury, will give an illustrated talk on 'Recent Aspects
of Contemporary ScuIpturea.

21 July

Felicity Milburn, recently appointedCurator of Contemporary A n wiU speak on
recent acquisitions.

18 August

On 18August Cath Brawn,NgaiTahu artist and educator, will speakon her recent
work.

re Kakano series Cath Brown
W e r y and kie kie

-I#--
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Dr peidre Brown

I

Lecturer in New Zealand Art History at the University of Canterbury, lectured
lan"The Importanceof Ta Moko and Goldie's Pictorial Representation". As few
mimuscripts exist on thesubject of ta moko (Maori tattoo) and early photographic
r e c o d do not clearly portray the intricacy of ta m o b detail, Goldieeb Maori partraits
provide us with a valuable historic record Using slides of Goldie's paintings to
ilhtt.~lae
her lecture, Dr Brown described the painlidprocedure of inscribingmoko
imo the human canvas, its significance and its importance.
From an enchanting narrative about the mythologicat figure Mataora bringing
the practice of moko to the mortal world, to an explanation of ta moko's recent
reviva, Dr Brown escorted us through the fascinating history of this decorative
are form. Rebeeca Garside

-

Sophisticated equipment was used for the dud projection of slides synchronised
to music. Short sections were shown of the wildflowers of Narnaqualand, the
dunes of the Namib Desert and images of the deserted mining town of
Kolmanscop. As a contrast we were given a lively interlude shot on the Greek
Island of Santorini. A short sector of abstractions from Paul Kennedy's back
garden in Christchurch showed it was not necessary to travel to produce a work
of art.

Once a grand residence: Kolmanscop

Wamaqualand Wildflowers

I

Gillian Beaven
Elizabeth Bills
Jacqueline Birrell
Dr Anna Boggis
Audrey Boul
Bee Bryant
Jane Collins & R.J. Astley
Marianne Craddock
A.M. de Kort
Paul Deans
Adrienne Dempsey
Marie Duke
Liz Ellery

A very large group of Friends visited
Alan Pearson at his home and
studio, He spoke of his life as a
child in Northern England and his
arrival and career in New Zealand,
While his early work was
representational, Pearson's mature
style is expressiveand predominantly
concerned with abstracted figures
representingthe human condition.
Pearson's palette varies from almost
monochromatic to bright colours.
He is a prolific painter and his
'rapid fire' talk, which matched his
painting style, held our attention for
almost two hours. We look forward
to his retrospective exhibition
'Heaven and Blood'.

J. &A. Ferris
Malcolm & Dianna Giliies
M.C. Harris
G.D. Hay
L Hutchins
K.T. Keenan
J.E. Keown
Mrs & Miss Lanyon
Max & Margaret Luisetti
Kate Masters
Barbara & John McKinnon
Anna Mitchell
L. Nicholls

W.J. Orrom
Helen & Roger P'arsons
Richard Porter
Priscilla Read
Loraine Reid
Annette Richard
Doc Ross & Liz1
H.Tattaraki
M.J.Taylor
P. Wardle
Libby Wycherley
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On the last Thursday of every month, the Gallery will be open from 6 8pm for viewing
a current exhibition. This is an opportunity for people who find it difficult to visit the
Gallery or the Annex during normal opening hours to view the works at their leisure.
There is a door charge of $5, which includes access to the exhibitions, a glass of wine
and nibbles, and a guide through the galleries,T&e advantage of this initiative to call
in to the Gallery on the way home and meet like-minded people enjoying the works
at their leisure.
he next open nights will be: 24 June to see Bing Dawer Acts of Enquiry, 29 July for
the Cranleigh Barton DrawingAward and on 26 August at the McDougall Contemporary
Art Annex to see the Peter Robinson Installation.
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For those who would like to learn more about art we are ofkring a special eveningprogramme
during June and July. Entitled6WesternArt: Great Movements in the Art of the 19th
& 20th Centuries', this course will offer a broad-brush introduction in art appreciation
for the beginner. It will introduce the major contemporary art movements, the leading
; artists, and will teach you how to recognise and appreciate the finer points of five major
modem art styles. The course will be held 6-7.30pm onTuesday evenings, at the McDougall
, Art Gallery.
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1 Tuesday 15 June, 6.00pm.
Introducing'Impressionism' and the irreversible impact this major movement
had on the development of modern art,
Tuesday 22 June, 6.00pm.
Introducing'Expressionism'and the depiction of emotional or sensual realities
beyond the purely visual.

Tartan Swre 1999
Phillips Blair

41

,

Tuesday 29 June, 6.M)pm.

1

Introducing'Modernism' and the minimalist abstractions of the 20th century.

Tuesday 6 July, 6.00pm.

t

Looking at'Post Modernism','Conceptual Art' and current movements in the
New Zealand art scene.
Tuesday 13 July, 6.00pm.
Meet the contemporarysculptor Bing Dawe and the curator Felicity Milburn
and discuss the works inlcts of Enquiry', the current exhibition of Bing Dawe's
work at the McDougall. Drinks and refreshments will be included for this final
session.
The tutor will be Ann Betts, an art historian and educator, who is the Education Officer
Public Programmesat the Robert McDougall Art Gallery. Other tutors may also contribute
to the programme.
Fee $8.00 per session, or $30.00 for a season ticket. Tickets are available at the Gallery
Shop. Some door sales will be possible but participants are reminded that space in the
Gallery is limited. Please use the Night Entrance from Rolleston Avenue.
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The trip to the Marae, organised by the After Dark Committee, can only be described
as stunning! The weather was absolutely perfect and the marae must have one of the
best views in the world a panorama of Kaikoura Bay and the mountains behind. After
I the powhiri, lunch was served in the dining hall fobowed by a guided tour with BilI
Soloman of the marae art works. These included a wall frieze by Sandy Adsett, a screen
by Bill Hammond, photographs by Ann Noble, a stone path by Michael Smither, an
archway by Chris Booth and entrancepanels by Bronwyn Cornish.The decoration inside
, the wharenui had been made by regional groups from throughout the South Island
I and included pieces made by Cliff Whiting, Peter Robinson and Shane Cotton. A feast
1 for the eyes! Unfortunately Neil Dawson's feather was away being fixed a good excuse
for a return visit!
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Takahansa Marae
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Basement storage in 1979

A crowded basement
Storage of the Gatlery3 collections had been a problem
for decades, bm by the late 1970s it reached a critical
stage with many hundreds of paintings and sculptures
crowded inm the corridor of the basement where they
were difficuk to locate and vulnerable to damage. The
mare valuable works were kept in a small structure
made of asbestos sheeting that stood at the south end.
In November 1978 the then Director, Dr Rodney
Wilson, set about rect+ing these primitive conditions
and began a programme chat would eventually mean
excavating h o s t the entire basement to gain optimum
storage space Excavationsbegan with a 140square metre
chamber at the south end and progressed over the
fbllowhg-The
project was completed with ehe
out of a chamber to the north in 1983,
By 1984 racks had been installed and all works on
paper were safely stored in solander b o ~ e swithin a
special'worh on paper' store. The collection was at last
accessible m d in a secure environment.However, fifteen
years on,a9 r d t of the addition of many hundred works,
storage space is now completely full and the
problem associated with over-crowdingare beginning
t~ re-emerge.

Painting racks in basement rfarme
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